2020 Progressive Pack Open HOY Points

COACH'S PRIDE INDIEPHILIPPE ST. GERMAIN 756
ABERNATHY'S REDBRIAN EVANS 540
STATE LINE GUNNERGREG HANEY 482
Peach Brothers GunnerTORNADO 470
RYAN'S LITTLE LIQUID FIREERIC K RYAN 430
TNT'S KATIEBUCKLE BRUSH KENNEL 408
BHB Holler Out BingoSTATELINE 390
S & K's Do Em Dirty BanjoSHANE COLLIER 384
KRMS Miss MandyALIYAH KING 380
HARR'S MONSTERMIKE HARR 374
STATE LINE DSOTERRY 366
S & K'S MOVEMAGGIEJONATHON ROBERTS 365
RYAN'S ACTION P RACT CRUCY ERIC K RYAN 250
BLACKMER'S SMOKING JOKERWILLIAM 248
LEGUE'S LITTLE DIXIEGREG HANEY 232
BLACKMER'S SHOW ME THE CASHWILLIAM 230
ROCKY BRANCH'S THELMAEDDIE KERR 221
SPARKS' OAK RIDGE A TRAINER'S JOELOLLEY 192
ROCKY BRANCH LOUISEDIONA 184
HICKORY HOLLOW RINGOLANDY 182
FENNELL'S LITTLE DIXIEKEITH FENNELL 180
DOOLY'S DORCHEAT PRETTY GIRLTOBY DOOLY 176
GEORGIA RED CLAY STUD FEESTANFORD 158
TATRO'S DUKEAARON SERATT 154
Gum Creek's BUCKSHOTSHERWIN 152
BURRE'S BAD DOG LUCKYDERRELL BURKE 150
HACKNEY'S ROLL ON SANCHOJOSHDICK 146
KRMS FINDING DORYALIYAH KING 146
BAR H FLYING ANGELTHURSTON HAMRICK 144
BENSON'S BLAZING WEEDEATERAUSTIN PRUITT 142
GA RED CLAY SHADY SLIMEDDIE MITCHELL 142
Buckle Brush GunnerBUCKLE BRUSH KENNEL 139
HICKORY HOLLOW JAZZYLARRY MEeks 133
S & K'S SMOKING GUN EMMAKARL MARSHAM 130
AL'S OL HAM HOCK HACKTNT KENNEL 124
HICKORY HOLLOW LUCYRCYKOFF KENNELS 122
MCCLEAN'S COOL MAN JACKROBERT MCCLEAN 122
Buck Creek Red RockZACH COOK 118
FORD'S HILLBILLY BELLPAUL FORD 112
STATE LINE CHARLIEROCKYFORD KENNELS 112
COOPER'S DIXIERYAN MCFARLAND 110
PC NAVAO'S SAMAAARON SERATT 110
TNT'S STORMYT-N-T KENNEL 110
CHARLES DOWELL'S BUNNY BUSTERTOBY DOOLY 108
TATRO'S DUKEROBERT LAWSON 108
TRIPLE T'S SKIDORO BISCUITEDDIE MITCHELL 108
PRUITT'S FLINT RD WRECK IT RALPHAUSTIN PRUITT 106
TNT'S SMOKEYT-N/T KENNEL 106
WASHBURN VALLEY'S JAMMIN JETHROWILLIAM 96
CANEPATCH FANCY HERLARRY A BLAKE 94
WILLow CREEK BUZZIN JAMES COOK 94
STATE LINE'S WENDYRICKY APPLETON 90
TURNER'S SNAKE'S REJECTBLAKE TURNER 90
SWAMP WATERR JACOB NOBACH 96
HIGH TAIL QUEEN B MATT TRUMBLE 92
RED'S JAGGERANTHONY GEHEB 92
STATE LINE'S JASPERNICHOLAS WEIGEL 92
FORD'S HILLBILLY RANGERPAUL FORD 88
REDJOCKY BURKE DOOLYDOOLY 86
BURRE'S BAD DOG CHIEFDAKOTA L MCNAUGHTON 84
TRENT'S ANNIE'S GUN ARUSTY FRANCES 84
CEDARTOWN'S BIG CHEFJONATHON WELLS 82
DOOLY'S DORCHEAT MOUTHY CHAOS TOBY DOOLY 82
AND H LACEYANDREW HEMPTON 82
SAND CREEK CROOKBARKLY 82
BURRE'S BAD DOG DUAERK L CURTIS 80
COFFEE CUPS MOHAWKSTEPHEN JONES 78
ISHOM'S RED CHIEFISHOM 78
SOUTH MTN WEEPIN WILLOWJIMMY SANDERS 78
CEDARTOWN SISSYSHANNON PRUITT 76
MUDDY CREEK RIPDAVID COFFMAN 76
SAND CREEK BEAUSAUSTIN PRUITT 76
CIRCLE D'S JUMPIN JULIECHARLES DOWELL 74
RAYMOND'S FESTusbill ROYMOND JR 74
RYAN'S STUDJEREMY MILLER 72
SHOW ME'S RINGERSHERWIN 72
FENNELL'S SKEETERKEITH FENNELL 70
Gum Creek's BuckshotSTEVEN PRESTAGE 70
RIVERROADS REBEL RUNNING JAYDERODNEY BURNS 70
LOGAN'S RED RAGEWENDELL LOGAN 68
GUNNER'S SOUTH HILL J LOBILL GUNN 66
PAPA BEAR'S BUSTERBRANDON CABLE 66
SPARKS' OAK RIDGE A TRAINER'S DIESELSPARKS' OAK RIDGE 66
BAD HABIT REDMANDAKOTA L MCNAUGHTON 64
HH HONEY DEW BIG BERTHA BRYAN HOLLON 64
KARES' BRUSHBUSTING DINAHFLOYD KEITH JR 64
SMOKE & A LINE HURRIKANEADAM SAUNDERS 64
HIGHLAND RUN NITE MARYBILL MCLANAHAN 62
LEWIS' WILLOW CREEK KANEGEORGE W LEWIS 62
PC NAVAO'S JOURNEYROBERT LAWSON TOM 62
RAZOR RIDDLE'S SHADOWS ICEMANCOBY SIGMON 60
EDWARDS' DORCHEAT DAZZLING DOMINOTREY EDWARDS 58
HACKNEY'S ROLL ON MARRYJEREMY WALKER 58
S & K’S POISON IVYROBERT LAWSON TOM 58
BUCKET BRUSH DOTBUCKLE BRUSH KENNEL 56
CAMP CREEK MOVING ON MOLLYJAY GREENWALT 56
STATE LINE CHESISTATENEL KENNEL 56
BULL MOUNTAIN'S STRIKEKEVIN ADLE 54
NELSON'S CRAPPY CLYDEKYLIE NELSON 54
RYAN'S LITTLE SEA TIKBRITTAN ROYDEN 54
TRACK ATTACK OUTLAW JOSIE SOUTCLAY RAYMONDGLENN 54
GAT A HEAD LIL DUSTIEPHILIP FARRIS 52
PEACH'S BUSTIN LITTLE SALLYPEACH BROTHERS KENNEL 52
KAYLEE'S BAD DOG REBA SHAWN MOONEY 50
M & M'S ROXYED PECKETT 50
FORD'S HILLBILLY TRACKERALARRY A BLAKE 48
FULL THROTTLE ONE BAD MUTTERCOBY SIGMON 48
GAT A HEAD MACYPHILIP FARRIS 48
HUBERT'S BLAZING BLUE ANGELCHAD CURRAN 46
RIVER ROAD'S DREAM COME TRUEDAVID B MILLER 46
STATE LINE PACOERIC K RYAN 46
TRIPLE T'S KENTUCKY GRAYVED PECKETT 46
WILLOW CREEK CHAPPERSHANNON HOWARD 46
BLAKE'S RRR BAWLIN BOY BUCLAURRY A BLAKE 46
COACH'S PRIDE KRONkJOSHUA W JONES 46
FLEETWOOD MACKTIMOTHY MAXWELL 46
HAPPY TAIL LOLATONY HERNANDEZ 46
ISOM'S WHITEYTOM 46
LAUREL CREEK OTISCLIFTON EVANS 46
RIVER ROAD'S RISIN STARR DAVID B MILLER 46
SAND CREEK TANNEISTERF 46
T N T'S ALLIE T-N-T KENNEL 46
TRIPLE T'S SIDEWINDER SALLYED PECKETT 46
BURKE'S BAD DOG COOKIE DERRELL BURKE 44
MOFFETT'S PAMELA BLUE BABYJIMMY MOFFETT 44
SCHULTZ'S WILD BONFIREASHLEY SCHULTZ 44
STATE LINE PATTYSTAT ELINE KENNEL 44
TRACK ATTACK'S SUPER TROOPERJAKE CHANDLER 44
DOOLY'S DORCHEAT FORDKORANNA 42
SLATON'S RAMBLIN RAMBOSGATE 42
TINGLE SNOWBALLKARL MARSHAM 42
BALLARDSVILLE'S INSANE JANE BALLARDSVILLE KENNEL 40
BURKE'S BAD DOG PRECIOUSDAKOTA L MCNAUGHTON 40
COOPER'S BRIDGETTBRUCE DEAN 40
MAE'S WESTSIDE RUNNING ROWDYDOUG MCNEIL 40
RAZOR RIDDLE'S GAY SKUNK FACESPARKS' OAK RIDGE TRAVISTEVEN BENDER 40
SPARK'S OAK RIDGE TRAINS BUSTIN BONNIESPARKS' OAK RIDGE 40
TNT'S TANKT-N-T KENNEL 40
WALLER'S CALLIETOBY DOOLY 40
CHICKEN FRIED CLYDEJIMMY SANDERS 38
CUNNINGHAM'S PRINCESSLARRY A BLAKE 38
DPK'S SIDJEREMY MILLER 38
GRANDPA'S BAD BANDITEDDIE MITCHELL 38
MOODY'S TOOTSEY ROCKYFORD KENNELS 38
RIVER ROAD'S CHIMEKEITH WERNER 38
WHITE OAK'S MOUSEWHITE OAKS KENNEL 36
BELLA ROSE TUFFKEN WILLIAMS 36
BENDER'S GUSSTEVEN BENDER 36
BAIRNE'S HILL'S JUNIOREARL A LEASURE III 36
COOPER'S TURBOED PECKETT 36
ISOM'S REDHEADISOM CLEMONS 36
OTL'S LOCK ON BOROUCHE DEAN 36
REBEL RUNNING POISON IVYROONEY BURNS 36
COOL BREEZE BLU MDREMY MILLER 34